Abstract: Different communication networks are used in the different
Introduction
The electricity consumption is increased dramatically with the rapid development of Chinese economy. The low efficiency and the operation difficulty of the traditional manual meter reading method can not meet the power system reforms and the modern meter reading requirements [1] . With the rapid development of the smart grid technology and the communication technology, more and more communication networks are used in the electricity information acquisition system of the smart grid [2, 3] . The full coverage, full acquisition and full fee control model of the smart
Model of electricity information acquisition system
The electricity information acquisition system is used to automatically collect and manage the power users' electricity information. Furthermore, it can also implement the real-time monitoring of the anomaly measurement and the power quality, the information promulgation, the distributed energy monitoring and the information exchange with the smart electrical equipment, etc. The architecture of the electricity information acquisition system is shown in Fig. 1 In the practical engineering application, the values ij m of the relative importance of each layer's communication performance indexes are generally given by the experts. In the initial judgment matrix, the initial assessment value is set to zero when the value of the relative importance of any two performance parameters is equal. So, the values in the exponent judgment matrix were set to 1 when the value of the relative importance of the two performance parameters is equal.
In our work, the relative importance grades between any two elements (i, j) is divided into nine grades. The relative importance grades of any two elements (i, j) are shown in Table 1 . The importance degree () is a very important parameter of ESAHP, and it denotes the size difference between the two adjacent relative importance grades [18] . In our work, we divide the importance degree into nine grades, 
can be calculated by (3) .
The consistency is used to evaluate the availability of the exponent judgment matrix ] [n A [19] . In order to evaluate the consistency of the matrix ] [n A , the maximal eigenvalue of the exponent judgment matrix and its corresponding eigenvectors are firstly calculated with (2) and (3), and the Consistency Ratio (CR) can be calculated with Combine with (1), (2), (3) and (4), the weight of each performance parameter of the third layer shown in Fig. 1 can be calculated with the same method.
In the electricity information acquisition systems, the proportion of the basic communication performance and business communication performance in the second layer were given by experts. 
According to (3), (5) and (6) At present, many economic cost evaluations are mainly focused on the initial investment costs consisted of the communication networks pre-construction and the initial commissioning for the smart electricity information acquisition system. However, after the communication networks of electricity information acquisition system are constructed, the operation and maintenance costs, the fault handling costs and the disposal costs are concerned by many power management corporations. In 47 our research work, Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of the communication networks used in electricity information acquisition system is proposed, which includes the initial investment costs, the operation and maintenance costs, the fault handling costs and the disposal costs. The specific economic indexes system is shown in Fig. 3 . It is divided into three layers. The first layer is the ultimate target of the economic evaluation. The second layer reflects the different aspects of the first layer, and the evaluation indexes of this layer are denoted
. And the items of the third layer are the specific cost indexes.
Weights of the economic cost parameters
According to the theory of ESAHP and the hierarchical chart of the economic cost indexes, the initial judgement matrix M of the second layer is given according to the paired comparison of the relative importance among these parameters which are in the second layer shown in Fig. 3 . The initial judgment matrixes of the third layer are composed of four parts  ,
and each part is given according to the paired comparison of the relative importance among the parameters which are in its own part. And then, the weights  of the economic cost indexes located in the second layer and third layer shown in Fig. 3 can be calculated with similar method described in calculating the weights of the communication performance indexes.
Experts assessment matrix of the economic indexes
The initial assessment values of the approximate economic cost are usually given by the experts according to their experience and understanding for the project, and the values are used to quantize the economic cost. In order to facilitate assessment, the initial assessment values in our research work are qualitatively divided into 9 grades with symbol g from the lowest cost (g = 1) to the highest cost (g = 9). In the large scale electricity information acquisition system, the economic cost is difficult to be accurately quantized or classified, so the analytic method based on the grey level is used to describe the economic cost. For the description convenience, let k be the grey scale, and there are five grey scales in our assessment mechanism. The correlative rules between the initial assessment values, the cost levels and the grey level are defined as Table 3 . 
be the number of the experts that take part in evaluating the economic indexes. In Fig. 3 , there are fowr evaluated contents in the second layer. The expert evaluation sample matrix can be denoted as
where i is the number of the indexes located in the second layer of the economic indicator system; j is the number of the parameters of the second layer indexes i; and 
Evaluation grey scales and the whitening weight function
The grey values reflect grey scales of project costs, and it is related with the grey level  which indicates the cost level of the corresponding index. According to Table  3 and (7), the whitening weight function [20] for the different grey scales can be expressed as follows.
The first grey scale (  =1) is related with the highest cost and its grey value
, and the whitening weight function can be expressed as
The second grey scale (  =2) is related with the higher cost and its grey value meets
, and the whitening weight function can be expressed as , and the whitening weight function can be expressed as 
Comprehensive performance value
Obvious, the comprehensive performance of the communication networks should have high communication performance and low economic cost. Based on (5) and (16), the comprehensive performance evaluation model for the communication modes in the smart electricity information acquisition system can be defined as (17) ). Table 4 . The measured data of the communication performance indexes gained from the actual running system is shown in Table 5 . Based on (4), (5) and (6) According to the sampled data by the experts and the hierarchical relation shown in Fig. 3 , the initial judgment matrix ( M ) of the second layer and the initial judgment matrixes
) of the third layer can be expressed as following: 
Grey assessment matrix and the economic cost evaluation
The economic assessment is operated by five experts. The assessment values for economic indexes were given in Table 6 
Results and analysis
According to the calculated results of the communication performances and the economic costs for the three local communication networks, the communication performance of RS-485 communication networks is the best, and the economic cost of PLC communication networks is the best, and the comprehensive performance of the PLC communication networks is the best. In Table 4 , the measured data of the communication parameters is sampled from the electrical environment for residents, and the calculated results are consistent with the actual structure of the communication networks. In the practical engineering, the communication performance of SWC and PLC are seriously affected by the engineering environment. 55 For example, the communication reliability of PLC networks would be sharp declined in the industrial environment for the harmonic noise and pulse noise interferences. However, there is good communication reliability when PLC networks are used in the electrical environment for residents. So, the relevant power management departments should analyse the communication networks application environment before constructing the communication networks. According to the empirical data or the actual test data and the data given by the experts, the communication performance index can be calculated with Equation (5) . Obviously, in order to gain the optimal comprehensive performance communication networks, the communication performance and the economic cost of the communication mode should be fully analysed and calculated in the actual project.
Conclusion
A comprehensive performance evaluation strategy based on ESAHP and GAHP is designed for selecting an optimal communication networks in smart electricity information acquisition system. Combining ESAHP with GAHP, the communication performance and the economic cost of each communication network can be calculated, and the optimal comprehensive performance of each communication network can be gained by analysing the ratio of the communication performance to the cost performance. With our comprehensive performance evaluation strategy, a formulated unified evaluation mode can be constructed for avoiding independently analyse measurable and non-measurable, tangible and intangible, quantitative and qualitative factors of the communication networks in the electricity information acquisition system. The strategy will be helpful to evaluate the cost-performance and select an optimal communication networks for smart electricity information acquisition system.
